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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Typewriter tinnitus, a symptom characterized by paroxysmal attacks of staccato sounds, has been thought to be caused by neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve, but the correlation between radiologic evidence of neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve and symptom presentation has not been thoroughly investigated. The purpose of this study was to examine whether radiologic evidence of neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve is pathognomonic in typewriter tinnitus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifteen carbamazepine-responding patients with typewriter tinnitus and 8 control subjects were evaluated with a 3D T2-weighted volume isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition sequence. Groups 1 (16 symptomatic sides), 2 (14 asymptomatic sides), and 3 (16 control sides) were compared with regard to the anatomic relation between the vascular loop and the internal auditory canal and the presence of neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve with/without angulation/indentation.

RESULTS: The anatomic location of the vascular loop was not significantly different among the 3 groups (all, P > .05). Meanwhile, neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve on MR imaging was significantly higher in group 1 than in group 3 (P = .032). However, considerable false-positive (no symptoms with neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve on MR imaging) and false-negative (typewriter tinnitus without demonstrable neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve) findings were also observed.

CONCLUSIONS: Neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve was more frequently detected on the symptomatic side of patients with typewriter tinnitus compared with the asymptomatic side of these patients or on both sides of control subjects on MR imaging. However, considering false-positive and false-negative findings, meticulous history-taking and the response to the initial carbamazepine trial should be regarded as more reliable diagnostic clues than radiologic evidence of neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve.

ABBREVIATIONS: ABR = abnormal auditory brain stem response; CPA = cerebellopontine angle; IAC = internal acoustic canal; NVC-C = neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve; T2-VISTA = T2-weighted volume isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition
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First described by a pediatric cardiologist as “ear-clicking tinnitus responding to carbamazepine,” it is characterized by paroxysmal attacks. It is either spontaneous or precipitated by positioning or sounds and occurs with staccato sounds described as “Morse code,” “machine gun,” “coins in a can,” “crackling,” or “typewriter” sounds. Typewriter tinnitus is considered the result of dysmyelination and demyelination of the contact point between the arterial loop and the cochlear nerve that transmits an abnormal signal to the auditory cortex. As in other vascular compression syndromes such as trigeminal neuralgia, typewriter tinnitus is highly responsive to carbamazepine. Complete suppression of tinnitus with carbamazepine treatment, in addition to its paroxysmal character, has led to the hypothesis that typewriter tinnitus results from neurovascular compression of the cochlear nerve (NVC-C), for which microvascular compression would be an effective treatment.

However, because typewriter tinnitus is a relatively rare condition and was only recently described, few studies have been performed investigating the relationship between radiologic evi-
dence of cochlear nerve compression on MR imaging and the presence of typewriter tinnitus, to our knowledge. A few previous studies investigating subjects with typewriter tinnitus with carbamazepine responsiveness showed evidence of NVC-C on T2-weighted CISS images; however, the sample sizes were relatively small (4 and 5 subjects, respectively), and no control subjects without tinnitus were included.6,10 Moreover, signs of neurovascular compression have frequently been detected on MR imaging in asymptomatic patients, which raises questions about the role of MR imaging in the diagnosis of typewriter tinnitus.7,12

Thus, in this study, we aimed to evaluate MR imaging findings of subjects with typewriter tinnitus with regard to the presence of radiologic evidence of cochlear nerve compression by performing a 3D T2-weighted volume isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition (T2-VISTA; Philips Healthcare) sequence on 3T MR imaging to effectively visualize neurovascular compression. In other words, the purpose of the current study was to examine whether radiologic evidence of cochlear nerve compression is pathognomonic in subjects with typewriter tinnitus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review board of the Clinical Research Institute of Seoul National Bundang Hospital (B-1608–360-101). From January 2014 to April 2016, 27 patients were initially diagnosed with typewriter tinnitus at our institution. The subjects visited the outpatient clinic of the otorhinolaryngology department with typical symptoms of type-2 (T2) tinnitus (47–74 years; mean age, 60.5 years) who did not have tinnitus but underwent MR imaging for dizziness were also included in our study (16 sides, group 3). No patient had a history of neurologic disease, tumors in the IAC or CPA, or temporal bone trauma.

MR Imaging Protocol

MR imaging was performed by using a 3T instrument (Achieva and Ingenia; Philips Healthcare) with a 32-channel SENSE Head Coil (Philips Healthcare). T2-VISTA imaging of the IAC and CPA was performed with the following parameters: FOV, 160 × 160 mm2; acquisition matrix size, 228 × 228; section thickness, 0.7 mm; overlapping, 0.35 mm; NEX, 1; TR, 2000 ms; TE, 250 ms; flip angle, 90°. In addition, the following sequences were obtained according to clinical need: axial T2WI of the whole brain (FOV, 185 × 230 mm2; acquisition matrix size, 420 × 375; section thickness, 5 mm; section gap, 1 mm; NEX, 1; TR, 3000 ms; TE, 80 ms; flip angle, 90°), axial T1WI of the IAC and CPA (FOV, 180 × 180 mm2; acquisition matrix size, 272 × 217; section thickness, 3 mm; section gap, 0 mm; NEX, 1; TR, 500 ms; TE, 10 ms; flip angle, 50°), and 3D gadolinium-enhancing T1WI of the IAC and CPA (FOV, 200 × 200 mm2; acquisition matrix size, 256 × 256; section thickness, 1 mm; section gap, 1 mm; NEX, 1; TR, 9.5 ms; TE, 3.3 ms; flip angle, 8°).

Imaging Analysis

Two neuroradiologists blinded to the clinical findings of the subjects evaluated the neurovascular structures of the IAC and CPA on axial 3D T2-VISTA images and sagittal and/or coronal reconstructed images and made final decisions in consensus. First, the type of AICA loop of all study subjects was determined by using the Chavda classification13 as follows: type I, the AICA loop lying within the CPA but not entering the IAC (Fig 1A and On-line Fig 1A); type II, the AICA loop entering the IAC but not extending >50% of the length of the IAC (Fig 1B and On-line Fig 1B); and type III, the AICA loop extending into >50% of the IAC (Fig 1C and On-line Fig 1C). Second, the type of neurovascular contact was classified into the following 3 categories: type I, no neurovascular contact (Fig 2A and On-line Fig 2A); type II, neurovascular contact present at the cochleovestibular nerve complex but without angulation/indentation of the nerve (Fig 2B and On-line Fig 2B); and type III, neurovascular compression causing cochleovestibular nerve angulation/indentation (Fig 2C and On-line Fig 2C).12 In addition, the presence of neurovascular contact with arterial structures other than the AICA was assessed.

Statistical Analysis

The type of AICA loop and the type of neurovascular contact on MR imaging in groups 1 and 2 were compared by using the Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired, nonparametric, ordinal data.

FIG1. Types of AICA loops. A, Type I AICA loops lie within the CPA (arrow) but do not enter the IAC. B, Type II AICA loops enter the IAC (arrow) but do not extend into >50% of the length of the IAC. C, Type III AICA loops extend into >50% of the IAC (arrow).
The linear association test.

RESULTS

The Table summarizes the results of the MR imaging findings of the 3 subject groups.

AICA Loop Type

Group 1 (16 symptomatic sides with typewriter tinnitus) showed 7 type I (43.8%), 7 type II (43.8%), and 2 type III (12.5%) AICA loops. Group 2 (14 asymptomatic sides of subjects with typewriter tinnitus) showed 7 type I (50.0%), 6 type II (42.9%), and 1 type III (7.1%) AICA loops. Meanwhile, of the 16 AICA loops of group 3, 13 were type I (81.3%), 2 were type II (12.5%), and 1 was type III (6.3%). The comparison of the anatomic location of AICA loops in the IAC and CPA among the 3 groups did not yield statistically significant differences (Table) but showed a trend toward the incidence of a type III AICA loop being higher in group 1 and of a type I AICA loop being higher in group 3.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we evaluated MR imaging findings of subjects with typewriter tinnitus with regard to the presence of neurovascular cross-compression of the cochlear nerve to investigate whether radiologic evidence of cochlear nerve compression is pathognomonic in typewriter tinnitus. Neurovascular structures are known to be well-visualized on heavily T2-weighted images such as T2-VISTA, FIESTA, or CISS. With T2-VISTA imaging, our results showed that the anatomic location of the AICA loop in the IAC and CPA among the symptomatic and asymptomatic sides of subjects with typewriter tinnitus and controls without tinnitus did not yield statistically significant differences. However, the incidence of neurovascular compression causing angulation/indentation of the cochlear nerve was significantly higher on the symptomatic sides of patients with typewriter tinnitus than in the other groups.

Previous Literature on the Radiologic Findings of Typewriter Tinnitus and the Novelty of the Current Study

The concept of neurovascular compression syndrome of the cochleovestibular nerve has been continuously proposed since Jannetta et al., 14, 15 first suggested that arterial compression of the cochleovestibular nerve might cause hearing loss, vertigo, and tinnitus. 2, 12, 16-22 Many studies have advocated this concept by performing microvascular decompression in patients suspected of having cochleovestibular neurovascular compression syndrome and showing favorable clinical outcomes after the operation. 2, 4, 14, 13, 17, 19, 23

However, there has also been much controversy regarding the relationship between radiologic evidence of neurovascular compression and audiovestibular symptoms. A major concern is that AICA loops are frequently found in the IAC even in asymptomatic healthy subjects. 13, 24 Additionally, because heavily T2-weighted high-resolution images such as T2-VISTA, FIESTA, and CISS have been used to provide excellent delineation of the neurovascular structures in the IAC and CPA, many radiologic studies have reported a comparable incidence of neurovascular contact be-

FIG 2. Neurovascular contact types between the AICA and the cochleovestibular nerve. A, A type I neurovascular contact shows no neurovascular contact (arrow). B, A type II neurovascular contact shows contact (arrow) between the AICA and the cochleovestibular nerve without angulation/indentation of the nerve. C, A type III neurovascular contact shows angulation/indentation (arrow) of the cochleovestibular nerve by the AICA loop.

MRI findings according to patient groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Group 1 (n = 16)</th>
<th>Group 2 (n = 14)</th>
<th>Group 3 (n = 16)</th>
<th>P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>7 (43.8%)</td>
<td>7 (50.0%)</td>
<td>13 (81.3%)</td>
<td>.033**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>7 (43.8%)</td>
<td>6 (42.9%)</td>
<td>2 (12.5%)</td>
<td>.130a/.769b/.032c,d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2 (12.5%)</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
<td>1 (6.3%)</td>
<td>.158b/.065c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurovascular contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>5 (31.3%)</td>
<td>8 (57.1%)</td>
<td>10 (62.5%)</td>
<td>.130**/.769b/.032c,d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>8 (50.0%)</td>
<td>6 (42.9%)</td>
<td>6 (37.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3 (18.8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P values indicate the results of statistical comparisons between groups 1 and 2 by the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

**P values indicate the results of statistical comparisons between groups 1 and 3 by the linear association test.

A type II neurovascular contact shows no neurovascular contact (arrow), A type I neurovascular contact shows contact (arrow) between the AICA and the cochleovestibular nerve without angulation/indentation of the nerve, and A type III neurovascular contact shows angulation/indentation (arrow) of the cochleovestibular nerve by the AICA loop.
between the AICA and the cochleovestibular nerve in symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects. Indeed, several MR imaging studies have claimed that there was no significant association between the presence of tinnitus and AICA configuration or neurovascular compression. Gultekin et al compared 58 patients with unexplained tinnitus and 44 controls with regard to the presence of neurovascular contact and the presence of nerve angulation by the vessel with a 3D-FIESTA sequence but concluded that vascular compression of the cochleovestibular nerve could not be a cause of tinnitus.

However, no previous studies have investigated the relationship between MR imaging findings of the AICA loop in the IAC and CPA and the presence of typewriter tinnitus symptoms, to our knowledge. A few studies have enrolled patients with unexplained tinnitus regardless of their symptomatology, but these studies did not perform subgrouping of the subjects with regard to the psychoacoustic characteristics of tinnitus. While non-pulsatile subjective tinnitus is thought to be a result of functional changes in auditory or nonauditory brain areas and responds very poorly to almost all kinds of medical treatment, typewriter tinnitus is known to have characteristic paroxysmal staccato sounds and is regarded as the result of NVC-C by the AICA loop based on its excellent response to carbamazepine. Two studies have investigated the MR imaging findings of 4 and 5 subjects with typewriter tinnitus, respectively, with regard to vascular compression of the auditory nerve, but these studies lacked controls. Therefore, MR imaging findings should be assessed only in patients with typewriter tinnitus who showed a quick response to carbamazepine and should be compared with patients with asymptomatic sides or with healthy controls, as in the current study, to properly evaluate the relationship between neurovascular compression and typewriter tinnitus.

**MR Imaging May Help in the Diagnosis of NVC-C Resulting in Typewriter Tinnitus**

During 2 years, we enrolled 25 patients diagnosed with typewriter tinnitus and evaluated the types of AICA loops in the IAC and CPA and the types of neurovascular contact by using 3T 3D T2-VISTA imaging in 15 patients. When we compared the symptomatic sides of patients with typewriter tinnitus (group 1) with the asymptomatic sides of those with typewriter tinnitus (group 2) and healthy controls (group 3), the difference was not statistically significant (Table). However, considering that in a previous study, type II and type III AICA loops were observed in 38.0% of 332 patients with ipsilateral auditory symptoms, our results, which demonstrated that 56.3% of group 1 and 18.8% of group 3 had type II and III AICA loops, showed a definite tendency toward type II and III AICA loops on the symptomatic sides of subjects with typewriter tinnitus. Moreover, the 3 groups in this study had significantly different (Table) neurovascular contact types. In group 1, 68.8% of the subjects showed type II or III neurovascular contact, which is comparable with findings in a previous study showing neurovascular contact in 4 of 5 (80%) patients with typewriter tinnitus. In this regard, radiologic evidence of the AICA loop entering the IAC and contact between the AICA loop and the vestibulocochlear nerve may be of additive value in diagnosing NVC-C presenting with typewriter tinnitus.

However, there were considerable false-positive and false-negative radiologic findings in our subjects. Indeed, 43.8% of group 1 showed AICA loops lying within the CPA but not entering the IAC, and 31.3% did not show neurovascular contact with or without nerve angulation/indentation on T2-VISTA (false-negative results). In contrast, of the 30 sides included in groups 2 and 3, 10 subjects (33.3%) had AICA loops entering the IAC and 12 subjects (40.0%) showed neurovascular contact with or without nerve angulation/indentation (false-positive results). Considering that group 1 comprised subjects with characteristic symptoms and excellent responses to carbamazepine and that groups 2 and 3 were nonsymptomatic subjects and healthy controls, respectively, false-positive and false-negative results in up to 40% of the study population may reveal the incomplete role of IAC MR imaging for the diagnosis of typewriter tinnitus. In other words, although previous literature on medical and surgical treatment outcomes has proved that typewriter tinnitus originates from neurovascular contact, the current radiologic imaging modalities cannot completely confirm or rule out the presence of typewriter tinnitus. This situation may be attributed to the following assumptions: First, some neurovascular contact may accompany anatomic proximity, but not direct contact, between the AICA loop and the cochlear nerve. In 2 previous studies investigating subjects with typewriter tinnitus, symptoms were triggered by head position changes or loud sounds. Thus, neurovascular contact between the AICA loop and cochlear nerve is “dynamic” in some patients, meaning that the contact is on and off and that MR imaging may have only captured the “contact-off” status. Second, because false-positive results (ie, evidence of neurovascular contact without any symptoms) existed in a considerable percentage of our subjects, symptoms may be elicited not by direct anatomic contact but by demyelination of the cochlear nerve due to the proximity of the AICA loop, regardless of radiologically demonstrable contact between the 2.

Therefore, we suggest that meticulous history-taking regarding subjectively perceived tinnitus characteristics and their aggravating factors as well as the response to an initial carbamazepine trial should be regarded as more reliable diagnostic clues than radiologic evidence of neurovascular contact in subjects with typewriter tinnitus. However, considering that the symptoms can be cured by microvascular decompression of the cochlear nerve, it may be of value to evaluate all symptomatic patients with typewriter tinnitus with IAC MR imaging, including a heavily T2-weighted sequence, to see whether the anatomic change is severe enough to consider surgical treatment.

**Limitations of the Current Study and Proposed Future Studies**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case-control report to compare the radiologic characteristics of subjects with typewriter tinnitus. However, our case series is limited in several aspects. First, abnormal auditory brain stem response (ABR) findings have been suggested to be diagnostic of NVC-C, but ABR was not tested in our series because most of our patients had a relatively short history and previous literature revealed that patients with a short history of NVC-C usually showed intact ABR results. However, future studies including ABR for the initial
evaluation of patients should be performed to further evaluate the value of ABR as a diagnostic tool. Second, because we strictly enrolled patients diagnosed with typewriter tinnitus on the basis of their immediate response to a carbamazepine trial, our sample size was relatively small. Therefore, future studies with a larger number of subjects are warranted to further verify our current results. Next, none of the subjects enrolled in the current study underwent microvascular decompression surgery because all subjects reported abated symptoms after carbamazepine treatment. Because decompressing the cochlear nerve and determining symptom relief would be the direct way to confirm the causal relationship between neurovascular contact and typewriter tinnitus, future radiologic studies on subjects treated with microvascular decompression may further reveal the causative relationship, along with evidence from MR imaging findings and the presence of typewriter tinnitus. One subject had bilateral typewriter tinnitus, and some subjects had false-positive findings (ie, radiologic evidence of NVC-C); thus, subjects with unilateral typewriter tinnitus may develop bilateral symptoms in the future. If there are such cases, predicting future symptom development based on radiologic findings will be of further value. Future longitudinal follow-up of the current subjects should be performed to investigate such a possibility.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, our results indicate that NVC-C by the AICA loop was more frequently detected on the symptomatic side of subjects with typewriter tinnitus than on the asymptomatic side of these subjects or on both sides of control subjects on MR imaging. However, because all subjects with typewriter tinnitus were strictly enrolled on the basis of their carbamazepine response, some subjects had typewriter tinnitus without NVC-C, and some controls without tinnitus had radiologic evidence of NVC-C, current MR imaging modalities may only be of additive value for the diagnosis of NVC-C resulting in typewriter tinnitus. In other words, meticulous history-taking and the response to the initial carbamazepine trial should be regarded as more reliable diagnostic clues than radiologic evidence of NVC-C.
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